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UNFOLDINGS OF FOLIATIONS WITH MULTIFORM FIRST INTEGRALS par Tatsuo SUWA(*)
In this note we study unfoldings of codim 1 local foliations F = (a;) generated by germs cj of the form
=A.../p t \-^-

<=1
Ji for some germs f^ of holomorphic functions and complex numbers X,, generalizing the situation considered in [ 10] .
For such a foliation F satisfying some side conditions, we determine the set U(F) of equivalence classes of first order unfoldings ((1.7) Proposition) and give explicitly a universal unfolding of F ((1.11) Theorem) as an application of the versality theorem in [7] . In section 2, it is shown that the unfolding theory for F = (a;), P ^f CJ = /i • • • fp ^ \ -' is equivalent to the unfolding theory for /^i fi \ \ the "multiform function" /= f^ ^. . . f' p . In section 3, we consider foliations with holomorphic or meromorphic first integrals. In either case, it turns out that the given generator a? is of the form considered in section 1. Thus, under the conditions of (1.11) Theorem, such a foliation has a universal unfolding (Theorems (3.4) and (3.10)). If the conditions are not satisfied, then the space U(F) may have obstructed elements ((3.6) Example).
This work was inspired by the extension theory of Cerveau and Moussu for forms with holomorphic integrating factors [1, 4] . An unfolding is certainly an extension and, by the implicit function (*) Partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 100 T. SUWA theorem, an extension can be thought of as an unfolding. Also a morphism in the unfolding theory is a morphism in the extension theory. However, the converse is not true in general. Thus a versal unfolding is a versal extension but not vice versa. In [1] and [4] , it is proved that a germ <*; of the form in section 1 of this note (or more. generally, a? with holomorphic integrating factor /, ( co\ i.e., d -\ = 0 for some / in 0) has a mini-versal extension.
I would like to thank K . Saito for helpful conversations. Let "© (or simply ©) denote the ring of germs of holomorphic functions at the origin 0 in C" = {(z^, . . . ,z^)} and let ^l (or simply Sl) denote the ©-module of germs of holomorphic 1-forms at 0. For an element a? in S2, we denote by S(co) (the germ at 0 of) the set of zeros of a? and call it the singular set of cj . In what follows we also assume that codim S(o?) > 2, which implies that (1.2) each /^ is reduced, i.e., for any non-unit g in ©, // is not divisible by g 2 , and that Proof -Without loss of generality, we may assume that (z\ ,...,/)= (1, . . . , q) . Obviously, the left hand side in the above equality is in the right hand side. Take any element h in the right hand side. We set F-= /^ ... f^ .../•... fy (omit ff and ./.) for each pair of distinct indexes i, j and
for each triple of distinct indexes ;, / , k. Then we may write
for each / = 1, .. . , q . Now we show that a^ is in the ideal (/,., fj) for each ;, / with i^j, which would imply that h is in 1(1,..., q). or some a in ©. Thus a^f^ is in (/,-,^). If /^ is a unit, then Of-is in (./,-,./•). If /fc is a non-unit, then by our assumption ht(f,, ^ , /^) = 3 . Hence a,, is in (/;., fj).
Q.E.D. of a similar form such that each function germ involved in the expression is a non-unit.
Multiform functions.
A germ of multiform function at 0 in C^ is an expression /i 1 On the other hand, from p d log g = d log $* /", we have 
Foliations with holomorphic or meromorphic first integrals.
The following application of the results in section 1 was pointed out by K. Saito. First we observe the following
